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Man A Trinity Spirit, Soul, Body The Christian doctrine of immortality cannot be understood apart from the
right conception of the tripartite nature of men. Many think that man is a physical being only. There is a great
danger of any man thinking thus of himself. There have been persons who have lived all of their lives either in
ignorance or willful neglect of a life after death, but upon their death-bed they suddenly realized that they were
more than physical beings. There is an idea also that prevails largely today that man consists of only two
component parts: In the thinking of the writer this view appears to be one that might create confusion in the
minds of any Christians. While soul and spirit are so closely related that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
accurately between them, there seems to be only one logical conclusion: The Bible does make a distinction.
Man is a triune being because he is created in the image of God. We know that God is a Trinity. Created in the
image of God, man is likewise a trinity. He has a spiritual nature that is separate and distinct from the body in
which it dwells. The two following passages from the Bible clearly establish the fact that man is a triune being
composed of spirit, soul, and body: I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ 1 Thessalonians 5: For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and
sharper than any two edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints
and marrow body , and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart Hebrews 4: The trinity of man is
an essential part of the image relationship between him and God. Life is not ultimately physical and the body
is not the whole man. In this opening chapter we shall confine our material to the spirit and the soul inasmuch
as the body will be considered in succeeding chapters on the resurrection. It can have direct reference to the
spirit of man which is as much a part of the tripartite nature of man as the Spirit of the living God is a Person
of the Holy Trinity. Or it can indicate an evil spirit such as any agent of the Devil. We will confine ourselves
here to the Biblical usage of the word only as it relates to the spirit of man, one of the three constituent parts of
his being. The threefold nature of man might be illustrated in several ways. The outer circle stands for the
body of man, the middle circle for the soul, and the inner for the spirit. At this point it will be well to quote a
portion from Dr. It develops then that the spirit of man, being the sphere of God-consciousness, is the inner or
private office of man where the work of regeneration takes place. The Apostle Paul gives us the Word of God
on this, a passage that is sadly neglected. Quoting from the sixty-fourth chapter of the book of the Prophet
Isaiah, Paul wrote: But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love Him. A great many people stop here, content to
remain in ignorance. But God hath revealed them unto us by His Spirit; for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea,
the deep things of God. For what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him?
Even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God 1 Corinthians 2: If I have a will to know
certain scientific facts, by my human spirit I am enabled to investigate, think, and weigh evidence. If I set
myself to the task, I may become a scientist of world-renown and of great accomplishments. The natural man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness unto him; neither can he know them,
because they are spiritually discerned 1 Corinthians 2: When the will is surrendered, the Holy Spirit takes up
His abode in the spirit of man. And when that transaction takes place we will know it, for, says Paul: Many
people confess that they get nothing out of the Bible even though they attend church and read their Bibles
regularly. Perhaps they do not know that they are not regenerated and that they need to yield their will to the
Spirit of God so that He can renew their human spirits. The deep things of God never will be understood by
the world outside of Jesus Christ. Our Lord warned His disciples, Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,
neither cast ye your pearls before swine Matthew 7: The spirit of the unregenerate man has no more capacity
to appreciate the things of God than a dog has to appreciate holy things, or a hog a genuine pearl necklace.
This they did because the dog was a dog and the sow was a sow. No amount of religion or church activity can
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change the spirit of the unregenerate man. We gave holy things to dogs. We cast the pearls of the Kingdom
before swine. Here we are told that it is the spirit of man that is given understanding. Such is not the case. The
spirit of man is his personality and it is that which differentiates him from the lower animal creation. It is by
his spirit that the Christian both serves and worships God. The Soul Man not only has a living soul but he is a
living soul. We must be careful not to confound that which is truly spiritual and that which is merely soulish
or psychical. We have seen that the spirit of man is the sphere of activity where the Holy Spirit operates in
regeneration. Just so is the soul the sphere of activity where Satan operates making his appeal to the affections
and emotions of man. Satan knows full well that he dominates the psychical or the soulish man. Therefore he
does not care if a man goes to a church where the Spirit of God is not in evidence. Personally, I believe that
Satan would rather have man go to a modernistic church where there is false worship than he would have him
go to a house of prostitution. The soul is the seat of the passions, the feelings, and the desires of man; and
Satan is satisfied if he can master these. Grant has said that the soul is the seat of the affections, right or
wrong, of love, hate, lusts, and even the appetites of the body. Of David and Jonathan it is written: These
passages show the soul to be the seat of the affections. But as the soul loves, so it also hates. It is in the soul
where fleshly lusts, desires, and appetites arise: Abstain from fleshly lusts which war against the soul Peter 2:
As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country Proverbs It shall be even as when a
hungry man dreameth, and behold, he eateth; but he awaketh, and his soul is empty; or as when a thirsty man
dreameth, and behold, he drinketh; but he awaketh, and behold, he is faint, and his soul hath appetite Isaiah
The soul of man, that is, his affections and desires, are never directed Godward until after the spirit has
become regenerated. Man can never love God nor the things of God until he is born from above. He may have
a troubled conscience or be so stirred emotionally that he may weep bitterly, and still remain dead in
trespasses and in sins. We do not feel that we are guilty of judging men when we state that some who have
answered an altar call and shed tears never were born again. When the Spirit of God illuminates the spirit of a
man with divine light and life, that man begins to yield his affections and faculties to God. She could not extol
the Lord in her soul until she had recognized God in her spirit as her Saviour. The initial triumph is in the
spirit when Jesus Christ is acknowledged as personal Saviour. In that immortal classic of the Psalms, David
says:
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Care of the Soul: The Illustrated Edition offers a therapeutic program to restore the spiritual life to the human soul. We
are given the opportunity to go deeper into our emotional problems and find the sacredness in ordinary, everyday life -with friends, in our conversation with others, in more fulfilling work, and in all the experiences.

Ageless Soul Ageless soul offers positive and inspiring guidance for becoming a full person as time goes by.
Since we are all aging, it is for anyone who has ever thought about getting older. It seems more difficult than
ever these days to deal creatively with aging. This book provides a deep and comprehensive plan that sees
aging not as losing capacity but as becoming who you are destined to be, a real human being. It covers key
matters, such as: It blends scholarship and pastoral guidance in an accurate, accessible translation with
profound insights that, free of religious moralism and dogmatism, is beautifully imaginative and inspirational.
The stories are subtle, funny and instructive. Care of the Soul in Medicine A book on how to make the practice
and experience of modern medicine soulful. It addresses both patients and healthcare workers, taking the
popular idea of the patient as a whole person deeper and suggesting ways to make a hospital and a medical
center a place of soul and healing. Writing in the Sand A book on the Gospels for either Christians or
non-Christians and especially conceived for those who have lost touch with Gospel spirituality. This is a
radically new approach to the meaning of the Jesus Kingdom. A Life at Work Many books tell you how to get
a job and work on your career. This book goes deep into a sense of calling, childhood influences, failures and
setbacks and is all about finding your life work may include hobbies, several jobs, or community service. Dark
Nights of the Soul How can we talk about depression and difficult moments in life from the perspective of the
soul? This book, widely read by people going through tough times, explores ways to deal with hopelessness
and anxiety, trouble and loss, positively. It considers a dark night as a rite of passage. The book explores
various aspects of religious life for their deep meaning, apart from belief and traditional practices. It offers a
way to take the spiritual life more deeply and to give ordinary life a sacred dimension. The Soul of Sex A
deepening of our approach to sex. This book responds to extreme and superficial kinds of sexual expression by
showing the depth and significance of sexuality in ordinary life. It favors a more erotic culture, one that
understands sexuality more deeply and in sacred terms. Dark Eros An exploration of sado-masochism in
everyday life and culture through a positive reading of the Marquis de Sade. The book is aimed at
psychotherapists but is accessible to a general reader. The Education of the Heart An anthology of passages
from writers quoted in the previous three books. This is not just a reference book but a real education in the
place of soul in daily life told through many authors who reject a secular, materialistic way of life. The Book
of Job The Book of Job has long been considered the most challenging and controversial text of Western
religion. Its simple yet powerful storyâ€”of a good and pious man inflicted with terrible pain and
sufferingâ€”raises basic questions of faith that, to this day, resonate deeply within every living soul. Now in
this special Riverhead edition, Thomas Moore, the author of Care of the Soul, offers his unique perspective on
one of the most central tales of the Bible. The Re-enchantment of Everyday Life Re-enchantment means the
return of imagination, mystery and a sense of the symbolic and poetic to the natural and manufactured world.
This book is very particular and concrete in showing how to make an enchanting world in a secular age.
Meditations Thomas Moore, bestselling author of Care of the Soul and Soul Mates, draws on the twelve years
he lived as a monk in this insightful book of a hundred one-page meditations. Soul Mates This book focuses
on the soul issues in relationships. It elucidates the deep issues involved in intimate pairings, especially
difficult elements like endings and jealousies. It also considers ways of deepening friendship, family life and
community. Care of the Soul This widely read book introduces the idea of soul with reference to C. Jung,
James Hillman and Greek mythology. It shows the need for soul in a secular world and the role of spirituality
in caring for the soul. Rituals of the Imagination This widely read book introduces the idea of soul with
reference to C.
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Thomas Moore, author of Care of the Soul and Original SelfThis richly illustrated collection delivers a fresh and inspiring
way to read Rumi s most intimate poems of love, rage, sadness, joy, and longing.
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This book will be one of the few I take wherever I go." â€”Thomas Moore, author of Care of the Soul and Original Self
This richly illustrated collection delivers a fresh and inspiring way to read Rumi's most intimate poems of love, rage,
sadness, joy, and longing.
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